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Are Employees Using Compressed Air for 
Cleaning Themselves or Their Clothes?   
This is a dangerous practice.  Air or particles (metal, 
wood, dust) can get embedded in the skin, especially 
if the person has any type of open sore.  An example: 
an employee punctured his hand on a staple.  That’s 
not a very serious wound in itself.  But if he then uses 
compressed air to blow dust off himself, the dust 
could enter that small puncture wound and cause a 
severe infection. 
 
Telling people to not do something doesn’t always 
work – unless you can provide an alternative.  We’ve 
found one.  ACI Jet Black makes a high-velocity 
low-pressure Personnel Cleaning Station in wall-
mounted or portable units.  The cost is around $1300.   
 
Does this work?  One of our clients purchased one to 
try it.  They like it so much that they’ve now installed 
a second one.  The feedback from employees is that it 
is easy to use, fast and effective.  You have to enforce 
that it be used, but this seems to be a good solution. 
 
 
Welcome new players at CHESS 
We are pleased to announce the addition of two new 
staff members, Dawn Billstrom and YaVone Wirtz.   
 
Dawn has worked for utilities departments and brings 
a great worker perspective (she tells us she knows her 
s#%*).  She completed the Safety Coordinator 
certificate program through Hennepin Technical 
College.  We are looking forward to her assistance 
with clients. 

 
YaVone formerly worked for 
the Department of Public Safety 
and has also completed a 
paralegal program.  Some of our 
clients will hear from YaVone 
when she calls to schedule 
training. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Awards and Recognitions 
Carol Keyes, CSP, was recently recognized by the 
Northwest Chapter of the American Society of Safety 
Engineers (ASSE) as the Safety Professional of the 
Year. 
 
Carol was also one of the three developers and 
editors of the ASSE’s recently published book, 
“Consultants Business Development Guide.”  This 
book was featured at the national ASSE conference 
(complete with a book signing!) and takes nearly top 
billing on ASSE’s website  
(see http://www.asse.org/consultants-business-
development-guide/). 
 
 
Do you need to get rid of wooden pallets? 
Peterson Salt & Water Treatment in Hopkins repairs 
wooden pallets for re-use.  They are looking for 
pallets that are four-way accessible, 48” x 40”.  You 
may contact Michelle LeGault at 
michelle@petersonsalt.com or 952-929-0422 for 
more information. 
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What do all those initials stand for? 
Have you ever wondered about the initials after our 
names? 
 
Janet Keyes, CIH/FAIHA:  Janet is a Certified 
Industrial Hygienist.  She has also been recognized 
for her achievements in the field of industrial hygiene 
by being named a Fellow of the American Industrial 
Hygiene Association, putting her in the top 5% of the 
industrial hygiene field.  Fewer than 500 people have 
been recognized as a fellow. 
 
Carol Keyes, CSP, CRC, CCM:  Carol is a 
Certified Safety Professional, Certified Rehabilitation 
Consultant, and Certified Case Manager. 
 
Jake Thorson, CHMM:  Jake is our CHuMM – a 
Certified Hazardous Materials Manager. 
 
 
 
Free Products! 
Minnesota Technical Assistance Program 
(MnTAP) is looking for Minnesota businesses who 
are interested in trying lower VOC products.  As part 
of their pilot projects to identify the best alternatives, 
MnTAP will provide free sample products.  If you 
are using solvent degreasers or partswashers, this is a 
great way to look at options that are better for 
employee health and for the environment.  Contact us 
for more information. 
 
It’s safety conference time, which means we’ve been 
on the lookout for new products.  Do you have a need 
for something that you want more information about?  
Right now we’re searching for better safety glasses, 
cut resistant gloves, alternatives to single edge razor 
blades and gel kneeling pads.  Contact Carol if you 
want her to research something for you. 
 

 
 
 

Do You Have A Wash Bay? 
Met Council Environmental Services (MCES) is 
evaluating car washes throughout the Twin Cities to 
determine whether wastewater discharge permits are 
needed.  MCES’s current official position is that 
everyone who has even a single wash bay should 
apply for a permit.  Once you apply, a permit 
engineer will visit your site to determine if the 
discharge permit is warranted.  The MCES hopes to 
have enough facilities self-identify that the agency 
can develop a general permit applicable for the entire 
industry. 
 
In summary: Currently, MCES would like all of our 
facilities with at least one car wash bay to apply for a 
discharge permit.  But there is no current requirement 
to do so. This is likely to change, but they do not 
know when. 
 
 

 
 
 
Changes to Workers’ Compensation and 
OSHA Injury Notification 
OSHA changed their fatality and serious injury 
reporting requirements.  Rather than reporting a 
fatality and in-patient hospitalization of three or more 
people, federal OSHA changed the reporting to: 
 
• Fatality—must report within 8 hours to OSHA. 
• Hospitalization of one person, loss of an eye or 

amputation –must report within 24 hours. 
• Workers’ compensations has required employers 

to report serious (life threatening) injuries within 
48 hours.   

 
A recently passed workers’ compensation legislation 
now allows reporting to OSHA and does not require a 
separate report to the Department of Labor & 
Industry Workers’ Compensation Division.  This is 
for Minnesota only.
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Summer Heat, Bugs & Plants 
Summer is here and with it, heat, bugs and plants that 
will bite you.  OSHA has a lot of resources to raise 
awareness about heat related issues.  You can find 
them here.  https://www.osha.gov/SLTC/heatstress/ 
 
Drinking lots of fluids is important.  Opt for water 
over caffeine or carbonated beverages.  If your 
employees are working outdoors or in warm 
facilities, cooling towels or neck wraps will help 
them keep their cool.  Those are a pretty low cost 
investment in keeping employees safe and 
productive.  If you need resources, contact us. 
 
In Minnesota, we know about mosquitoes and ticks.  
Wasps and hornets are another common problem in 
summer, especially as the summer progresses and 
their diet switches to sugary drinks (keep that pop can 
closed).  If you’ve been working in wooded or brushy 
areas, remember to check for ticks. 
 

 
Poison Ivy - note the three leaves  

 

 
Wild Parsnip 

 
I grew up knowing about stinging nettles (which 
Janet knows how to cook into a lovely dinner) and 
poison ivy.  I didn’t know about wild parsnip.  This 
invasive plant often grows alongside roadways.  If 
your skin contacts it and then is exposed to sun, you 
can get nasty blistering.  So watch out for it. 
 
 

 
 
Questions? Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have safety-related questions or just need more 
information about something or the services we offer.  Please contact us by phone (651-481-9787) or 
email if you no longer want to receive newsletters or if you want them in a different format (email, mail). 
Carol:  651-481-9787   Cell: 651-269-6150 carkey@chess-safety.com 
Janet:  651-458-4930    www.chess-safety.com  © 2015 CHESS, Inc.
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